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The Consumer Electronics Show is a little off my regular beat, but it’s fun, and 
there are always some interesting things that are either an outgrowth of or can 
find their way into the field of professional audio. Hence this report. I’m not going 
to attempt to group things by category here, just comment on what I saw. 
 
Instead of my usual approach of trying to get to all the areas of the show at least 
briefly during the first day to see who was there, I tried something different and 
started in an area that I usually leave for last and often never get around to. This 
is the section where most of of the Chinese and Korean exhibitors were 
concentrated. I saw a lot in this section that we can’t buy in the 
US yet because the companies don’t have distributors here - 
they’re at the show hoping to pick up a few. Many were showing 
variations on essentially the same products – a lot of iPhone 
cases and skins, a lot of LED lighting products from flashlights to 
a whole illuminated wall, and cables, mostly HDMI. Some cool 
stuff, some boring stuff, and some that will probably eventually 
show up in the commercial marketplace. 
 
Here’s a neat LED work light that would be a good addition to a 
live sound engineer’s tool kit for those times when it’s necessary 
to work behind a rack in the dark. It looks like something that 
Home Depot, Wal-Mart, or Target would carry, but when I asked 
the nice lady at the booth where I could buy one, she seemed 
baffled.  
   

The device to the 
left is a classroom 
workstation. You draw or write on 
the touch screen then project it or 
send it to a large monitor for the 
class to see. There are a number 
of buttons and knobs as well as a 
joystick in the panel to the right of 
the screen, and the whole thing is 
built into a podium-like base. It 
occurred to me that this might 

make a nice combination display and control surface for a DAW, with the touch 
screen controlling the faders or graphical plug-in parameters, while the hardware 
controls could do something useful. When I asked whether the hardware was 
available without their teaching software, I was told that it wasn’t. Perhaps 
someone in the DAW field who could offer it with templates for some of the 
popular programs could convince them otherwise.  



 
Back in the good old USA, I ran across an interesting group of products from 
several different manufacturers consolidated under an umbrella organization 
called Senior Circuits. These companies all make products that are helpful to 
older folks who are just a little slower and have a little poorer vision or 
coordination than the norm, but who want or need to take advantage of some of 
today’s modern technology-based tools. There were a number of telephones 
(some cellular, most wired) with large and illuminated buttons and some audio 
processing ranging from straightforward amplification to shaped frequency 
response, notch filters to reduce frequencies that people with certain hearing 
disabilities find annoyingly loud or soft, and interfaces to hearing aids. One 
company had a wide range of wireless earphones intended for watching TV 
where the listener might need more volume than anyone else in the room could 
tolerate.  
 
Want to take your music swimming or kayaking? The Fitness 
Technologies waterproof MP3 player is certified to operate up 
to 10 feet under water. The trick that makes it work is how it 
connects to the outside world. They do it using a single 4-
conductor mini phone plug (TRRS like the headset jack on an 
iPhone) which screws into the jack, mating two halves of a 
rubber-like seal. It comes along with a cable and pair of ear 
buds, as well as a USB cable to load it and charge the internal battery. Presently 
it’s only made with 2 GB of fixed internal memory, but their poop sheet says 4GB 
and 8 GB versions are also available.  

 
If you want to protect or support your iDevice, there 
were no shortage of ways to do it. The Spider 
Podium (yes, it has eight rubberized “legs”) from 
Breffo in the UK is a bendable support for an iPhone-
sized device, also available in a larger size to fit an 
iPad. What caught my eye was that their display 
included an iPad and iPhone attached to a 
microphone stand. It reminded me of a similar rig that 
my grandmother had throughout her house 60 years 
ago for displaying the souvenir plates that she 
collected. It’s not pretty, but it will hold what you got. 
When I got home, I tried it with my Zoom H2 
handheld recorder, which worked just fine. It 
reminded me of the Gorilla Pod, which was also on 
display at the show, as suspected, holding an 
iPhone.  
 
For something completely different, how about a horn 
for your iPhone or iPod Touch? This accessory from 
Bone slips over the base where the speaker is 



located, and acoustically amplifies it by a claimed 13 dB. I saw a variation of this 
concept from another company that I don’t 
remember which was designed as a more or less 
permanent attachment to the back of the phone. A 
little curved-back trough slides out when in use, to 
redirect both the sound out of the speaker and the 
sound coming in to  the phone’s microphone, 
providing (their claim) 12 dB of boost. Like most of 
the small devices designed to amplify a phone or 
other portable player, both of these did indeed 
sound louder, but, to my ear, make it rather 
unpleasant, not unlike my old Edison wind-up acoustic phonograph. I wouldn’t 
want to listen to music all day coming from a soft plastic horn, but it looks cool. 
 
Most of the cases for 
phones and pads were soft 
and pretty (or gaudy), but a 
new series from Otter Box is 
both rugged and functional. I 
expected to find a better 
photo on their web site so I didn’t take any at the booth, but this was the best I 
could find. Watch the video at http://otterbox.com and consider one if you depend 
on your iPad as a tool for gigging or remote recording.. 
  
 

Finally, if you want your iPhone to look like a phone, 
there’s a dock for that.  
 
VoiceDJ is the first practical application for a new voice-
activated development platform from Speak With Me. By 
using their advanced dialog search techniques, the 
system claims 99% accuracy of about a million words 
with significantly faster response time than existing 
systems. This music-oriented application works on the 
data base of songs downloaded from iTunes and allows 
the user to speak what he wants to hear or add to a 
playlist. If you want to play with it, you can download a 

free limited (10 commands per day) version from the iTunes store, or the full 
version is only two bucks.  
 
Last year’s CES introduced us to USB3. It’s still not really taking off like wildfire, 
but I’m sure I’ll see more products and applications for it as I get further into the 
show. VIA was demonstrating their new dual core Nano X2 CPU board running a 
Windows server with two other computers connected to it through USB3. The 
disk drive was a USB3 solid state drive, and, the mouse and keyboard (since 
those are still firmly stuck in the USB1.1 realm) were connected through another 



VIA chip set that converts bidirectionally between USB2 (backward compatible 
with USB 1.1) and 3. As an extension of that conversion technology, VIA was  
also showing a 100 meter fiber optic USB extender system. This might be a neat 
way to custom build a compact DAW for portable use. The system board is only 
about 5 inches square, and with the USB extension, a multi-channel USB audio 
interface could be placed near the stage, with the computer located where you 
could monitor on speakers.  
 
I don’t recommend spilling a beer in your iPod (nor does the DryAll company, but 
they offer a potent desiccant in a re-sealable bag to help in those emergencies. 
Wash it off with clean water, shake it out, put it in the bag with the desiccant 
beads for a couple of days, and they claim it’ll be good as new. Their largest bag 
isn’t big enough for a mixing console, but it’ll hold a good sized microphone, 
though, honestly, I’m don’t recommend testing this product until you really need 
it.  
 
If you’re an old timer, you’ll know about the strong relationship between music 
and barbecue, and now we have the iGrill. It’s a two-probe meat thermometer 
that talks to your iPhone via Bluetooth. There’s an app for that, of course, which 
sounds an alarm on the phone when the food’s done. In the interest of too much 
information, it also graphs the temperature over time.  
 
Indulge me for a couple more iGizmo geegaws I saw the second day and 
hopefully this will be the end. These are both worth knowing about, really, almost. 
 

It’s Bottle and Can Opener. No, it’s an iPhone case. 
No, it’s a Bottle Opener app. The case is tough plastic 
with a rubberized coating. A steel bottle opener and 
can tab puller are molded in. A shield behind the 
opener keeps the device dry in the event that the 
bottle fizzes a bit too enthusiastically when opened. 
The app counts the number of bottles opened, plays a 
sound effect or a song (I suggested “One Hundred 
Bottles of Beer On The Wall”) and displays a picture 
when you open a bottle or can. It cheats, though. I 
asked how it knows when you open a bottle, 
suggesting that perhaps it listens for the characteristic 
quick hissing sound. Nope, it works from the 
accelerometer in the iPod or phone, responding when 
you make the motion of opening a bottle. Too bad, but 
this means you can use the app without the case if 

you want to pretend you’re opening bottles with your iPhone (but it’s free if you 
buy the case). See it in action at http://beaheadcase.com 
 



The iCADE from ion (sister company to our musical 
friends Alesis and Akai) is more than a support for 
an iPad, it’s a controller for vintage electronic 
arcade games complete with a paint job 
reminiscent of the games from back in “the day.” 
It’s  complete with a joystick and big buttons which 
become functional when the iPad is docked. For 
$100, it includes a collection of classic Atari games 
with others on the way. Sound effects were a on 
the weak side with the iPad speaker. I neglected to 
notice or ask if they brought the audio out through 
the docking port so it could be used with external 
speakers. If so, pumping the audio through decent 
sized speakers would be a worthwhile 
improvement.  
 
Finally, a real audio device, but doggone it, it’s yet another iGadget accessory. 
The High Resolution Technologies iStreamer is an offshoot of their 
MusicStreamer line of USB D/A converters which connect to a computer’s USB 
port to provide better quality audio than a computer’s built-in sound card 
(assuming you have speakers that are up to snuff), the iStreamer connects to the 
docking port of an iPhone, Pad, or Pod Touch and provides high quality 16-bit 
44.1/48 kHz playback of audio files. Outputs are on a pair of RCA phono jacks. 
Since it’s illegal (Apple’s policy) to draw current from an iWhatever, the iStreamer 
can’t be powered through the docking cable, so there’s a mini USB connector for 
powering from the supplied USB wall wart and power cable. They hinted that 
there may be a battery powered version in the future. I’ve heard the top of the 
line USB converter from these folks and it sounds excellent. While the iStreamer 
is restricted to CD quality audio, (I suspect it’s because that’s the best an iPhone 
can do), it sounded pretty decent in the booth.  
 
I’ll give a shout out here to one other music tech device but,  since it’s really more 
of a NAMM product than a CES one, and they’ll be showing it at NAMM next 
weekend, I’ll leave the details to that report so you’ll have something to look 
forward to. The iConnect MIDI is a MIDI router for interconnecting MIDI devices 
of three different flavors. It has two conventional 5-pin MIDI IN and MIDI OUT 
ports, a USB MIDI interface to the computer, a USB MIDI host port which, 
through a hub, can support up to 8 MIDI devices, and a mini USB port with 
smarts to connect to an iPod device which is capable of serving as both a 
controller and sound source.  
 
More an AES than a CES product, the ASA-10mkII from Etani Electronics 
(Japan) is a two channel audio analyzer and generator with both balanced and 
unbalanced analog inputs and outputs and coax and optical digital I/O. Together 
with a supplied Windows application It makes swept frequency response and 
impedance measurements, 1/3, 1/6, and 1/12 octave real time spectrum 



analysis, harmonic distortion, inter-channel delay, and impulse response. An 
optional software package covers FFT analysis, reverberation decay time, and 
speech articulation and intelligibility. Two units can be ganged together to make  
measurements on a surround system, and a clever application when used with a 
four microphone tree (actually a small bush) can determine the direction of a 
sound source. The only problem with it for us mortals is that it’s about $3,000, so 
it’s up there competing with the Prism system with similar capabilities. Still, it was 
interesting to see it here. I expect that the company is looking for customers in 
the speaker building business. 
 
I usually breeze through the section of the show with all the monster car stereo 
systems, but I was curious about an ad in the show Daily from American Bass, a 
manufacturer of mobile subwoofers and power amplifiers, The ad claimed that 
they measured 179.7 dB SPL with one of their setups (an updated test yielded 
183 dB SPL). That’s really loud. I was curious about this dB Drag Racing as well 
as how they measured the SPL and I had a good chat with a guy at their booth 
who was really knowledgeable about both the technology and the game. I 
learned that these are actual, not calculated, measurements, using a calibrated 
microphone. There are several different classes of competition with some 
measurements made using music (the contestants get to choose their own 
program material), some with pink noise, and some with a steady tone of a 
frequency chosen by the contestant. Testing at the frequency with the largest 
resonant peak (there will always be one in a closed space like a vehicle) can give 
them quite a few free dB so that’s one of the tricks they use.  
 
When I asked whether the car bodies needed to be beefed up so the windows 

wouldn’t break or the doors fly open, he 
pointed me to another exhibitor a couple 
of aisles over who had a contest truck on 
display. This one did about 166 dB SPL. 
They didn’t have to do anything to the 
body because they started with a Brinks 
armored delivery truck with 2” thick Lexan 
fixed windows and windshield and full 
armor plating. It’s bulletproof and bomb 
proof, and pretty sound proof as well. He 
said there was 14,000 watts driving the 
speakers. Lots of accessory batteries! 

 
While not in the dB Drag competitions, Audi probably had the brightest lit booth 
at the show, showing off some upcoming technology. All of the cars in the display 
were electric or semi-electric (hybrid), they were all very Internet-connected, and 
the heads-up dashboard display on the windshield drew big crowds. I remember 
some other car, maybe a Buick, that had a HUD about 20 years ago but it only 
lasted a year. Maybe because we’re more gadget oriented now than then it’ll get 
better traction this time around.  



 
After trudging through what seemed like a few miles of mostly Korean 
manufacturers of mostly decorative things, yeah, more phone covers and stands, 
and a lot of cables, mostly HDMI, I finally got to the small section where pro  
audio manufacturers I know well were showing off their more consumer-oriented 
wares. Audio Technica, Blue, and Sennheiser had mostly headphones and lower 
grade mics on display. Since I’ll get to see their pro products at NAMM next 
weekend, I won’t dwell on them here.  
 
Last year Samson introduced the Q3 handheld video recorder that did video just 
OK and did audio really well, largely due to the use of the same mics as in their 
top of the line handheld H4n audio recorder. Everyone wished for HD video, so 
that’s what we got for this show. The Q3HD is pretty similar to the Q3, a different 
paint job and the microphones, while still well protected, are more open. It offers 
high definition modes of 1080p and 720p (that’s lines, progressive scan) at 30 
fps, and 720p at 60 fps in addition to WVGA (wide screen, VGA resolution, 
YouTube “standard”) at 30 or 60 fps. In playback mode, turning it sideways, just 
like an iPod, gives wider wide-screen playback.  
 
Samson also showed a new USB microphone named 
the Meteor. It has a bit of a classic look to it, a 1” 
cardioid condenser element, and a headphone jack 
with volume control for no-latency monitoring and 
computer playback. It has a built-in table stand with 
tripod legs that can be adjusted to tilt the mic, as well 
as a standard 5/8-27 threaded hole in the base to fit a 
standard mic stand. The built-in A/D converter is 16-bit 
44.1 kHz and the USB interface is class compliant so 
no driver is required for either Mac or Windows OS.  
 
AC outlet strips were everywhere im all shapes and sizes. Green was a running 
theme throughout the show so a number of power strips were equipped with 
current sensing switching. These are primarily intended for computer or home 
theater setups, but the idea could work for controlling studio gear as well. One 
outlet is designated as the “master control” and that’s where you plug in the 
computer or TV or multimedia receiver – something that you have to turn on no 
matter what you’re listening to or watching. A group of outlets for things like a 
printer, monitor, scanner, or powered speakers get switched on automateically 
when you power up what’s plugged into the master outlet. Since often these 
outlet strips get buried so the master switch is out of reach, the automatic 
switching is convenient.  
 
Bits Unlimited, a company that offers current-sensing outlet strips, has developed 
a new surge protector module. It employs an MOV (metal oxide varistor) like 
what’s used in most of the outlet strips, but they ruggedized it. The problem with 
the simple MOV surge protection is that they can burn out in the process of 



protecting your equipment, leaving you with no protection and no warning that 
you’re unprotected other than if the surge was great enough to physically blow 
the MOV apart, in which case you can hear something rattling if you shake the 
power strip (and who does that?). Their custom surge protector element has 
newly developed MOVs and the output to the outlets is fused right at the MOV 
assembly. The whole thing is potted in ceramic to both protect against flying 
pieces and to serve as a heat sink to get a better working range out of the MOVs. 
When a surge occurs that’s big enough to blow the MOV, the fuse will also blow, 
keeping the line voltage off the outlets. This means you’ll need to replace the 
outlet strip (the fuse isn’t replaceable, and probably neither is the MOV module) 
but that’s cheaper than replacing your equipment when the next surge comes 
along after your MOV has blown.  
 
Finally, a new musical product! The Kitara is sort of a cross between a 
synthesizer shaped like an electric guitar and a TeleTubby, with a color LCD 
multi-touch screen mounted in the body where you’d strum the strings. To call it a 
guitar is kind of stretching the point. Instead of strings and frets, it has 
mechanical switches (remember the Z-tar from Starz Laboratories?) to set the 
basic pitch, and a synthesizer to make the sounds. Six simulated strings can be 
displayed on the LCD. You can strum, play individual strings, or play up to a 5-
note chord, you can get vibrato with a finger (on the strummed end, not on the 
fretted end, more like a whammy bar) and different sections of the fretboard can 
be assigned to different synth voices.  
 

It runs Linux, and the manufacturer, 
Misa Digital Instruments, plans to 
offer at least some of the code as 
open source so that users and outside 
developers can develop sounds and 
effects for it. Needless to say, it’s a 
completely different instrument from 
what we think of as a guitar. After 
listening to several minutes of weird 
distorted sounds and effects, I asked 
the guy demonstrating it if he could 
play a song, and he couldn’t. So it’s 
not going to become most guitarists’ 
principal axe, but it’s there for the 
player with a good imagination and 
the initiative to figure out what to do 
with it. This one will also be shown at 
NAMM, and I’m sure there will be 
plenty of descriptions and YouTube 
videos describing it better than I can, 
so I’ll leave it off here.  
 



 
At CES, all of the high end audiophile exhibitors set up in suites in the Venitian 
Hotel, well away from the maddening crowds. This brings back memories of Hi Fi 
shows I attended back in high school, and early AES shows when they used 
hotels rather than convention centers. The main show floor in the Las Vegas 
Convention Center is fine for jeweled iPod cases, computers, 180 dB car radios, 
and massage chairs, but you can’t really hear high quality audio. The rooms in 
the Venetian are remarkably well isolated so systems can play at normal listening 
volume without interference.  
 
As expected, there was a lot of tube equipment and a fair number of old school 
sources, mostly turntables, but tape decks as well. What was surprising was how 
little high resolution source material was used in the demo rooms. There were a 
couple of exhibitors playing from SACDs or from a computer through a high 
grade D/A converter (the audiophiles call it a DAC), but for the most part, they 
were playing ordinary CDs, though on extraordinary players, or vinyl phonograph 
records. This section of the show is also home for the $3,000 power and speaker 
cables, and with the proliferation of digital sources now, over-the-top XLR, RCA, 
and HDMI cables as well.  
 
I didn’t attempt to judge what was best and after about the first dozen rooms 
(there were about 150 demo suites) it was hard to hear anything that stood out. 
Just to give you a taste, though, I’m including several photos with this report, 
nearly everything costing in excess of $5,000. Speakers at $20,000 per pair 
weren’t uncommon, as were $20,000 turntables and $25,000 mono amplifiers. 
Hey, everyone needs a hobby.  
 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 





 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



To wrap things up, allow me to indulge in a bit of editorializing. Sure, I poke fun at 
the jeweled protective cases for handhelds and gaze in wonder at the $30,000 
turntables, but there were a couple of serious trends at this show, as there 
usually are at these shows. Tablet computers were hot. There’s competition for 
operating systems and I expect that a couple of then will probably become 
dominant and the rest will become obsolete before their time. Much as I’d like to 
see it happen, I predict that Linux won’t be one of those that succeed. Apple 
didn’t exhibit, but then they haven’t for many years. Still, there were more iPads 
both as part of others’ exhibits and in use by the attendees than any other tablet. 
 
3D television was also everywhere. Sitting around the press room eating a bagel 
before the show started one day, I joined a conversation among a few other 
journalists who pretty much concurred with me that this is just not a big deal. 
That would be hard to prove based on the number of different sets, big and 
small, some that don’t require glasses (I didn’t think those looked good at all), 
and plenty of aftermarket glasses for one system or the other, some of which 
covered more than one system. If you don’t know about 3DTV, it works by 
alternating the left and right eye images, and the glasses alternately open and 
shut one eye in sync with the TV set so your brain puts merges the two images 
into a single stereo image. But the system isn’t yet standardized - one 
manufacturer’s glasses won’t work with another manufacturer’s set. With the 
glasses costing upwards of $100, after buying the TV set, you might not be able 
to afford hosting a football party, or even have a family TV night if you have a 
very large family.  
 
Content is still a little scarce, but the TV manufacturers are saying that will 
change. Maybe 3DTV will be another one of those things that gets forced on us 
because they need a new product to make money. Maybe it’ll get better 
(watching it makes me seasick, and I’ve heard that comment from others), or 
maybe it’ll just slide out under the door like quadraphonic sound.  
 
And then there’s radio. I listen to a lot of radio over the Internet, almost entirely 
college or community stations that play music that I enjoy and that I can’t hear  
on my local stations. For me, it’s time for Internet radio, the appliance, to come of 
age. Livio is one of the major pushers. The company was originally established in 
partnership with Pandora, an aggregator of practically every streaming radio 
service in the world, and maintainer of an interactive data base for registered 
users that keeps track of the music you like and can feed it to you. That’s a little 
scary, but there are a lot of people who seem to like it. Pandora is doing well, and 
Livio just announced partnership with Grooveshark, another aggregator.  
 
The Livio isn’t exclusively a :Pandora or Grooveshark radio. They have an NPR 
version that’s tied in with a different aggregator that specializes in NPR and other  
public radio stations. It’s also possible to add the Pandora data base to the NPR 
version and, I expect, vice versa, and with more than 45,000 stations to choose 



from, it’s probably useful to have some sort of program guide to music genres, 
news, sports, finance, living, cooking, and such.  
 
But indulge me in a bit of editorializing here. In a press conference that I 
attended, Livio said that one of the things the things that they believed radio 
should be is free. But the thing is that their products depend on the Internet or 3G 
and 4G telephone networks, and for most of us, those aren’t free. So while 
there’s no subscription fee for the content as there is with the satellite services 
such as, Sirius/XM, it’s not free like pulling a broadcast FM or AM radio station 
out of the air. Also, it can’t remain free forever, otherwise artists won’t get paid. 
There’s now a royalty structure for Internet music streaming and somebody has 
to pay for that. I support a couple of stations that I listen to regularly over the 
Internet when pledge time comes around, and I consider this streaming audio to 
be a bonus addition to the Internet service I have at home. But I don’t have a 
smart phone and a wireless account to support one (by choice – I don’t use the 
phone that much). So until I can justify the cost of a wireless service that can 
bring me the “free“ content, I’m unable to enjoy those same radio stations in my 
car.  
 
Enough pessimism. It’s not unusual, that when I ask a technical question at a 
trade show booth, they can’t give me a technical answer, and often don’t even 
understand what I’m asking about. I was pleasantly surprised at this show that, 
though not everywhere, I found a lot of knowledgeable people staffing the booths 
where I stopped to ask questions. I had some good, solid technical discussions 
and got a better understanding of things that I’ve never really explored. Maybe I 
just stopped to chat  at the right places, but I hope this trend continues.  
 
I attended a lunchtime showcase, Lunch at Piero’s, with a couple of dozen 
products chosen by the organizer. Each of the sponsors I spoke with there was 
exceptionally sharp. This was a mix of large and small companies so sometimes 
I was talking with the developer, other times with a principal product manager, 
but I never left a table with the feeling that I was being handed the marketing jive 
by someone who didn’t understand what was behind it. We need more shows 
with exhibitors like these.  
 


